Fractal
Alchemy
Fractal Alchemy is a 5D Quantum University, here to completely regrid the Earth
and free humanity.
For this higher purpose, we train the Light Leaders to channel, integrate and
embody conscious multidimensionality in physicality.
Direct access to the 9D Arcturians Council of Light - through trance channeled
sessions facilitated by Cendrine - will give each student unique guidance and
access to new quantum technologies.
This will amplify students' creative vortex, recode their soul blueprint and magnify
their soul purpose. Each student will amplify charisma, magnetism and presence,
to forever change their industries' templates.
A complete reprograming of each fractal will open the doors to full mastery of
subconscious and quantum processes, shifting healing and alchemy of the self to
access 5D avatar bodies and systems.
The Light Leaders of the course will become the first wave of Fractal Alchemists
living in a human body.
This 5D Quantum University is a journey to guide the students through 6 different
modules, organised to transmute their avatar and consciously alchemise their
multidimensionality, so they can serve others from a place of pure freedom,
devotion and Love.
"It is such an honour to channel this profoundly transformational
body of work. I'm really looking forward to sharing all about it with
my amazing students!"
- Cendrine -

Integrated coding:
⨀ The bigger vision of this 5D quantum university is to completely
regrid the earth. New templates will be downloaded and anchored by
each students, therefore creating webs of crystalline light frequencies
on our planet.
⨀ Students receive this channeled content from Source and advanced
star races, for the purpose of anchoring themselves even more fully in
their unique personal frequency, their soul purpose and divine service.
⨀ The students learn how to alchemise this body of work in their own
unique ways, therefore recoding their entire reality from their soul
blue-print. All industries will be shifted, as many students will come
from different areas of life.
⨀ This body of work is coded to activate 5D physicality, from 5D
body, to 5D earth and human connections. The 5D body is the new
upgraded avatar used to experience physicality!
⨀ The purity of the content allows each Light Leader to receive the
transmissions directly within their heart, helping them transmute
outdated patterns preventing them from stepping fully in their
mission. This is pure freedom at its highest!
⨀ To anchor the crystalline New Earth, as guardians of the grids of
the planet, the light leaders reclaim their powers and establish
themselves in their full sovereignty. The weaving of new light grids on
earth will collapse timelines of suffering in all realms and fast-track
the manifestation of the new 5D Era.

⨀ Consistently diving within themselves to understand even more
deeply their unique soul blueprint coding, the Light Leaders are fully
immersed in their mission to serve the collective and shift realities.
⨀ By unplugging from the existing matrix and working with advanced
star races and earth elementals, the light leaders will receive cutting
edge quantum technologies and modalities to integrate and use
through their own personal unique frequency, fully aligned to their
soul purpose.
⨀ By recoding the heart portal and receiving cosmic upgrades for
brain enhancements and DNA transmutation, the light leaders will be
able to access new human processes never accessed before.
⨀ Advanced Quantum Alchemy and Quantum Healing are taught to
help each Light Leader increase their abilities to self-heal and also
heal others on multidimensional levels.
⨀ The 9D Arcturians' Council of Light will be assisting each student
individually during their studies, by sharing personal guidance,
recoding their different bodies, decoding outdated systems and
expanding their architecture.
⨀ Other star races and earth races will join the students, which will
allow them to work with a unique powerful team, a Gaiactic team that
will be there to fast track their evolution for the purpose of divinely
serving during the great awakening.
⨀ Students will become some of the most powerful channels, healers,
shapeshifters, light leaders and divine revolutionaries on the planet.
⨀ Quantum work will help collapse timelines with ease, from the
moment the student enters the container. A collective of advanced
star races is devoted to work exclusively for Fractal Alchemy, doing
most of the work behind the scene.

fractal alchemy
- 5D Quantum University content essence
The content shared is channeled directly from Source.
It is received by a collective of advanced star races working with Cendrine as
their human representative.
The content is coded from the highest level of frequencies available on earth at
the moment. Each Light Leader will receive many profound transmutations simply
by receiving those teachings.
Then, each student will alchemise those frequencies within their unique soul
frequency, therefore coding this new body of work in their own unique ways.
This will allow each student to transmit this high frequency content through their
own gifts and talents, anchored in their soul purpose,
to serve their own students and clients.
The Light Leaders of the course know that they are some of the powerful,
devoted souls, who came to bridge the ancient ways of experiencing reality, and
the New Earth frequencies anchored in 5D and beyond.
Together, they are paving the way for many generations to come, Quantum
jumping realities for all the children of tomorrow, who will come in a reality
anchored in Love, compassion, co-creation, activated healing and abundance.

The trance channeling group sessions, facilitated to receive direct access to the
9D Arcturian Council of Light, will fast-track the embodiment of each of the light
leaders’ unique soul blueprint and collapse timelines.
As all fractals are called back to work together now, alchemy is achieved through
time and space weaving.
The Light Leaders step with devotion in their unique purpose, healing the
collective, uplifting Earth's frequencies, opening up the stellar gateways.
At the end of the 18 months journey, the Light Leaders will be attuned through a
certification anchoring them as Fractal Alchemists.

Term dates:
Matrix Recoding Module
From the 25th of April to the 17th of July 2022
Live event : 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th of April 2022

Earth Realms Module
From the 9th of Feb 2022 to the 24th of Apr 2022
Live event: 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th of Feb 2022

Quantum Magic Module
From the 11th of October to the 22nd of December
Live event: 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th of October 2021

Quantum Architecture Module
From the 19th of July to the 10th of October
Live event: 21st, 22nd, 23rd and 24th of July 2021

Galactic Realms Module
From the 26th of April to the 18th of July
Live event: 28th, 29th, 30th of April and 1st of
May 2021

Fractal Transmutation Module
From the 10th of Feb to the 25th of April
Live event: 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th of Feb 2021

Full codex: 18 months
Each term can also be taken
individually.
Full calendar available below

inclusions
full codex

⨀ 24 Lessons/Webinars Live with Cendrine - 3 hours each.
Each workshop includes content delivery, activations & Quantum Coaching.
It will be recorded and posted in the Membership Portal.
Each 3h webinar will be happening fortnightly on a
Wednesday at 12 pm New Zealand Time.
⨀ 4 Events of 4 days each, from 11 am to 6 pm in Wellington,
New Zealand or Live online.
Content delivery, trance channeling session, activations, embodiment
practices, quantum coaching and more surprises will be included during
each event!
⨀ 6 Trance channeling group sessions facilitated by Cendrine, with
direct access to the 9D Arcturian Council of Light for activations and Q&A
⨀ Quantum work done behind the scene to support students in their
transformation
⨀ 18 Quantum Healing and Coaching Group sessions with
a Fractal Alchemy and Quantum Coach (2 hours each)
⨀ 2 one-on-one sessions with a Fractal Alchemy and Quantum
Coach (90 min each)

inclusions
for 1 Term

⨀ 4 Lessons/Webinars Live with Cendrine - 3 hours each.
Each workshop includes content delivery, activations & Quantum Coaching.
It will be recorded and posted in the Membership Portal.
Each 3h webinar will be happening fortnightly on a
Wednesday at 12 pm New Zealand Time.
⨀ 1 Event of 4 days, from 11 am to 6 pm in Wellington,
New Zealand or Live online.
Content delivery, trance channeling session, activations, embodiment
practices, quantum coaching and more surprises will be included during
each event!
⨀ 1 Trance channeling group sessions facilitated by Cendrine, with
direct access to the 9D Arcturian Council of Light for activations and Q&A
⨀ Quantum work done behind the scene to support students in their
transformation
⨀ 1 Quantum Healing and Coaching Group sessions with
Quantum coach and Healer Lauren Eyre (2 hours)

ADDITIONALS:
⨀ LIVE EVENTS to happen in person in Wellington, NZ.
These events will also be broadcasted Live, for the students who can't attend in
person.
⨀ A "Members Only" membership portal that includes the recordings of all the
sessions, workshops and quantum group coaching.
⨀ FB Group support for life (Full Codex 18 months only)
⨀ A workbook per term
⨀ Extra gifts flowing as needed by the students!

VIP & PLATINIUM
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
- full codex ⨀ VIP OPTION:
An additional 4 private trance channeling sessions with Cendrine
(2.5 hours each)
An additional 4 private Quantum coaching sessions with Cendrine
(75 min each)
Private messages access through Whatsapp

⨀ PLATINIUM OPTION:
All the VIP sessions and private messages access,
plus an additional 4 days PRIVATE mini-retreat with Cendrine, all included
(except from the flights).

Fractal Alchemy codex
TERM 1: FRACTAL TRANSMUTATION
Recoding our multidimensional self with fractal reflection and transmutation of
our avatar, we stabilise in 5D frequencies based on love, freedom and abundance.
We unlock the full codex of our unique soul blueprint and shift our frequencies to
access our most ascended identity and timeline. We learn to navigate the 4th
Dimension and how to mentor others in their ascension journey.

4 DAY EVENT
⨀ Fractal Reflections
⨀ Frequency Shifts
⨀ Linearity Recoding
⨀ Trance channeling group session and Q&A

+ 9D arcturian council of light
trance channeling group session with q&a

TERM 2: GALACTIC REALMS
Connecting to the galactic realms, we learn how to co-create with advanced star
races from our unique frequency. We establish a connection with a team that will
become our galactic crew, here to serve us, so we can embody and manifest our
soul purpose on this earth. We learn to download quantum technologies, so we
create unique templates in our industry, shifting our entire societies.

4 DAY EVENT
⨀ Channeling
⨀ Star races & Galactic Federation
⨀ Unique Galactic team
⨀ Trance channeling group session and Q&A

+ 9D arcturian council of light
trance channeling group session with q&a

TERM 3 : QUANTUM ARCHITECTURE
Integrating conscious multidimensionality for time and space weaving, we learn
how to work within the quantum in a safe and powerful way.
Learning to work actively with our oversoul network, we access alternate realities
to amplify our vortex here, so we can shift faster, anchor in 5D earth and create a
wave of conscious evolution on the planet. We become the first specialists able
to translate advanced quantum architecture to humans.

4 DAY EVENT
⨀ Multidimensionality
⨀ Time and space travels
⨀ Over Soul network weaving
⨀ Trance channeling group session and Q&A

+ 9D arcturian council of light
trance channeling group session with q&a

TERM 4 : QUANTUM MAGIC
We learn to co-create with unique frequencies and magical beings to serve our
purpose and create new templates, to shift the collective to 5D earth. We open
up our senses to be able to grid the planets and the quantum to facilitate the
transition to 5D life. We receive many tools to create a magic toolbox here to
serve our purpose from our unique frequency.

4 DAY EVENT
⨀ Quantum Technologies
⨀ Alchemy and Healing
⨀ Earth transmutation
⨀ Trance channeling group session and Q&A

+ 9D arcturian council of light
trance channeling group session with q&a

TERM 5: EARTH REALMS
Connecting to the earth realms and earth elements, we learn how to co-create
with them, to regrid the planet with the templates of the New Earth. We channel
Gaia, connect to ancient civilisations and use chambers to activate remembrance
and weave ancient codings within our soul blueprint. This will shift our entire
frequency blueprint to become a true Leader of the New Earth, here to weave
webs of divine light within the collective.

4 DAY EVENT
⨀ Lemuria and Atlantis
⨀ Ancient Egypt and Avalon
⨀ Other Ancient civilisations
⨀ Trance channeling group session and Q&A

+ 9D arcturian council of light
trance channeling group session with q&a

TERM 6: MATRIX RECODING
Completely shifting Matrix systems, this module allows each students to access
the highest potential of freedom, abundance and love. The path of Mastery of the
Quantum is opened and shapeshifter codes accessed. This will allow light leaders
to collapse realities and manifest new ones in ways not accessible before. A
reframe of soul purpose template is accessed through time and space weaving, so
momentum is gained for pure embodiment of mission codex.

4 DAY EVENT
⨀ Matrix systems
⨀ Birthing a new 5D matrix
⨀ Collective transmutation
⨀ Trance channeling group session and Q&A

+ 9D arcturian council of light
trance channeling group session with q&a

TESTIMONIALS
Cendrine is awesome! And so is her channelling! In my reality she is totally
genuine, and without ego.
She literally is one in a million. If you are really interested in your own
development and seeking guidance from an extraordinary awareness, then I can
recommend you listen to her channellings and have a 1:1 session with her.
We are blessed that she is sharing this information with us at a time when we and
this planet need the highest awareness we can trust.
– John –

Cendrine is the real deal, she has an amazing gift, and she shares it with the
world, such a shining light in our world. My wife is having a session this evening,
and we’re continuing with the online course. It is so fascinating, and we’re just
awaiting to learn more, and live our life’s purpose. I 100% recommend working
with Cendrine you will be elated!
– Chuck –

Cendrine is an amazing teacher that teaches from a very authentic place and has
so much experience and wisdom to offer.
She delivers in a very clear and easy to understand way.
The activations are delivered in a safe and nurturing space and I am so
appreciative of this been offered so generously by Cendrine.
I feel a real shift within and unfolding a little like peeling back the layers of an
onion and a deeper connection to the universe and spiritual guides/world.
- Lisa -

INVESTMENT
All prices are in New Zealand Dollars

18 months Quantum 5D University
- Full codex or 3 months individual module
Payment Plans available
This is an invitation only container, so please book a chat with me via
my website, and we can chat deeper about your vision and goals to
see if or how I can support you at the highest.

I have a few options of working together and I wish to match the
most aligned option for you.
I look forward to chatting with you more.
Much love,
Cendrine

Book a chat with Cendrine by visiting cendrines.com/chat

This amazing container comes with a
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE !
If you attend all events, live webinars, coaching
sessions, implement all the strategies and you are not
100% satisfied with the program, we will refund your
investment and you can
keep the resources as our gift.

calendar
All times are in New Zealand Time Zone

